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employing a filter matched to the preamble, and that is the
approach considered in this paper. In a practical system design, security concerns dictate that the spreading sequence is
changed periodically. This can be accomplished by employing
a long-period pseudorandom sequence generator and periodically varying the initial sequence phase used for packet transmissions. In this paper, we consider a DS packet radio system
in which the preamble sequence is varied periodically and in
which the pseudorandom generator determining the preamble
in any time epoch is known a priori at the receiver.
We examine a technique to improve the performance of
serial, matched-filter acquisition in direct-sequence spreadspectrum packet communications. The research is motivated
by the results obtained in [1] which account for the effect of the
intermediate-frequency (IF) filter and the subsequent automatic
gain-control (AGC) subsystem on the performance of a serial
acquisition algorithm in a heterodyne receiver. The acquisition
algorithm uses the threshold crossing of a matched-filter output to detect the presence of the preamble in each packet. The
receiver considered in [1] employs a fixed acquisition threshold that is chosen by optimizing the average performance over
all the possible preamble sequences. It is shown in [1] that the
interdependence among the IF stage and the AGC subsystem
results in a probability of not acquiring that is a non-monotonic
function of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the received signal. In this paper, we consider a modification of the acquisition algorithm in which the receiver exploits knowledge of the
preamble sequence employed during each time epoch to adaptively choose the acquisition threshold.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give a
description of the communication system. An analysis of the
performance of the serial, matched-filter acquisition technique
is presented in Section III. In Section IV we describe the adaptive threshold-selection algorithm, and the improvement in performance that results with the adaptive algorithm is illustrated
in Section V. Conclusions are given in Section VI.

Abstract— In this paper we examine a technique to improve
the performance of serial, matched-filter acquisition in directsequence spread-spectrum packet radio communications. Each
packet transmission includes an acquisition preamble, and the
preamble sequence is changed at the boundaries of predefined
time epochs based on a pseudorandom sequence generator. The
acquisition algorithm considered in this paper exploits knowledge
of the preamble sequence employed during each time epoch to
adaptively choose the acquisition threshold. The performance
of the adaptive-threshold acquisition algorithm is evaluated and
compared with one previously considered [1] in which the threshold is fixed. It is shown that the adaptive-threshold algorithm results in good average performance, even with a large a priori uncertainty in the signal-to-noise ratio. It is also shown that the average performance with the adaptive threshold is superior to that
obtained with the fixed-threshold algorithm of [1].

I. I NTRODUCTION
Direct-sequence (DS) spread-spectrum modulation is used
widely in both commercial and military communications. It
is employed in cellular code-division multiple-access (CDMA)
networks, as well as tactical radio networks for the military.
Packet radio communications is necessary to achieve good operation in a DS multiple-hop radio network and it has been incorporated into the designs of third-generation and later commercial cellular networks.
In order to successfully receive a DS packet transmission,
the receiver must synchronize a locally generated copy of the
spreading sequence with the same sequence of the arriving
packet. Synchronization is usually performed in two stages: acquisition and tracking. The acquisition stage provides a coarse
alignment between the local sequence and the sequence of the
arriving signal. This is necessary because of the large a priori timing uncertainty of the arriving signal. It has been shown
that acquisition can be a significant factor that limits the performance of a DS system employing random-access packet radio
communications.
Each transmission in a DS packet radio system includes a
preamble that consists of a segment of the spreading sequence
of predetermined duration with no data modulation, and the
spreading sequence used for each packet transmission is known
a priori at the receiver. The most effective techniques for acquiring a DS packet transmission are based on the receiver

II. S YSTEM D ESCRIPTION
A. Transmitted Signal and Received Signal
Each packet transmission consists of a preamble of M chips
followed by the packet’s data content. The spreading sequence
employed for transmission of a packet during a given time
epoch is modeled as randomly selected from among all sequences of M chips with equal probability. The spreading se-
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quence used during any time epoch is known a priori at the
receiver. The baseband equivalent of the transmitted signal [1]
is given by
√
s̃(t) = P c(t) [pM Tc (t) + d(t)pLTc (t − M Tc )] ,

the noise power spectral density, and a set of parameters that
depend on the chip waveform and IF filter’s impulse response.
It is shown that
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where P is the power in the transmitted signal during the
preamble, pT (t) is the rectangular pulse with height 1 over
[0, T ) and d(t) is the data content of the packet. The quaternary
phase-shift-keyed (QPSK) spreading waveform [2] is given by
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where Ψ(f ) is the fourier transform of the chip waveform ψ(t)
and H̃(f ) is the baseband equivalent of the IF filter impulse
response.
C. Acquisition Algorithm
The acquisition stage employs noncoherent square-law combining of the filter outputs to form the test statistics. The inphase and quadrature branches of the receiver each contain two
filters, denoted g1 (t) and g2 (t). The outputs in each branch at
time t are summed to form

(1)

Without loss of generality, the transmitted signal is assumed to
arrive unattenuated and undelayed at the receiver over an additive white Gaussian noise channel. Thus the baseband equivalent of the received signal is
r̃(t) = s̃(t) + ñ(t)

(6)

−∞

where {ai } represents a complex-valued spreading sequence
[2] and each ai is a random variable uniformly distributed
over the values in {ej(pi/4) , ej(3π/4) , ej(5π/4) , ej(7π/4) }. This
random-sequence model [3] provides a good approximation
to a long-period complex-valued, pseudonoise spreading sequence. The chip waveform ψ(t) is time limited to [0, Tc ) and
1
Tc

(5)

U (t) = Re {(y ∗ g)}

V (t)

(2)

= Im {(y ∗ g)}

(8)
(9)

p

α(t)(r̃ ∗ h̃)(t) and g(t) = g1 (t) + jg2 (t).
where y(t) =
The receiver samples the outputs of filters at times t = iTc , i
an integer. The test statistics Xi = Ui2 + Vi2 are compared
with a threshold η. If Xi > η, a hit is declared and a locally
generated copy of the spreading waveform is then synchronized
to the delay (i−M )Tc and this waveform is used to demodulate
the data symbols.
If the detector fails to declare a hit until after the end of a
packet’s acquisition preamble, a miss occurs and the packet is
not acquired. Conversely, if the detector declares a hit at least
one chip interval before the end of the preamble, a false alarm
occurs. In this paper the false-alarm processing interval, the
amount of time required for the detector to detect a false alarm
and return to the acquisition mode, is taken to be a constant Q.
Hence a packet is not acquired if either a false alarm occurs for
Xi , M − Q ≤ i ≤ M − 1, or if a miss occurs.
The filters for the acquisition stage that are considered in the
analysis are those having the form

The complex-valued baseband-equivalent white Gaussiannoise voltage ñ(t) has two-sided power spectral density N0 .
B. Receiver Architecture
The receiver stage is modeled as an AWGN source, a bandpass filter, and an AGC system followed by an acquisition stage.
The impulse response of the IF filter is given by
n
o
h(t) = 2Re h̃(t)ej(2πfc t)
where h̃(t) is the baseband-equivalent impulse response of the
filter and fc is the carrier frequency at the
Without
√ transmitter.

loss of generality, the signal r(t) = 2Re r̃(t)ej2πfc t is
taken as the received signal after demodulation to IF.
A well-designed AGC subsystem achieves minimal variation
in its average output over a wide dynamic range for the input
power. In this paper, we approximate such a design by considering an AGC subsystem that responds instantly to a step
change in the average steady-state input power and maintains a
constant steady-state output power. Thus the signal at the AGC
output r̂(t) is given by
p
(3)
r̂(t) = α(t)(r ∗ h)(t)

g(t) =

M
−1
X
i=0

a∗M −1−i ϕ(t − iTc )

(10)

where {a0 , · · · , aM −1 } is the spreading sequence for the acquisition preamble. Furthermore, the impulse response of the
baseband-equivalent IF filter h̃(t) and the function ϕ(t) that are
considered satisfy the joint constraint


h̃ ∗ ϕ (t) = ψ ∗ (Tc − t),
for all t.
(11)

where 1/α(t) is the average steady-state power at the input of
the AGC subsystem at time t. In [1], an expression is developed that characterizes α(t) in terms of the input signal power,
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IV. T HRESHOLD S ELECTION
In this section we describe the algorithm for threshold selection. In [1] a fixed threshold is chosen by optimizing the performance averaged over all preamble sequences, and the performance is evaluated for a receiver that employs the fixed threshold with a time-varying preamble. However, the receiver knows
a priori the specific preamble sequence that is used during any
time epoch. We evaluate a technique in which the receiver exploits this information to adapt the threshold for the specific
preamble in use in a given time epoch.

Under this constraint, the convolution of the IF filter’s baseband
equivalent impulse response with the complex-valued filter in
the acquisition stage is matched to the acquisition preamble in
the DS signal.
III. A NALYSIS OF ACQUISITION P ERFORMANCE
The analysis in [1] can be generalized to obtain the statistical
MP T 2
characterization of {Ui , Vi } for all i. If SN R = N0 c then it
can be shown that

0,
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A. Bounds on the Distribution function of the Non-Central ChiSquare Random Variable
In this subsection we develop useful bounds on the distribution function of a non-central chi-square random variable with
two degrees of freedom. The random variable can be expressed
as X = U 2 + V 2 , where
p U and V are independent Gaussian
random variables with (E[U ])2 + (E[V ])2 = µ and equal
variance σ 2 . We employ three intermediate functions in describing the bounds. Let

γs (1+ SN R )

where CA (i) is the aperiodic autocorrelation function [2] of the
sequence {a0 , · · · , a(M −1) }. Also
( MT 2
c
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2γs β ,
,
V ar(Ui ) =
(M −i)Tc2
M iTc2
+ 2γs (SN R+M β) , 1 ≤ i ≤ M
2γs β
(13)
V ar(Vi ) = V ar(Ui ), and {U(M −Q) , V(M −Q) , · · · , UM , VM }
are mutually uncorrelated.
Using the same approach as in [1] we can approximate the
joint distribution function of the collection of uncorrelated random variables U(M −Q) , V(M −Q) , · · · , UM , VM by treating
them as jointly Gaussian, and therefore independent, random
variables with first and second moments given by (12) and
(13). Hence, the test statistics (XM −Q , . . . , X0 ) are central
chi-square random variables with two degrees of freedom and
the test statistics (X1 , . . . , XM −1 ) are non-central chi-square
random variables with two degrees of freedom.
As described in the previous section, acquisition occurs if
and only if XM > η and Xj < η, M − Q ≤ j ≤ M − 1, where
η is the detection threshold. The probability that a false alarm
occurs during the false-alarm processing interval is given by
Pf a = 1 − P(XM −1 < η, · · · , XM −Q < η)
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1) Lower Bound: Let Γ = {(U, V )|U 2 + V 2 ≤ η}. Then it
can be shown that
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Furthermore, the same approach can be extended to obtain an
asymptotically accurate sequence of lower bounds.
2) Upper Bounds: A similar approach can be used to obtain
a closed-form expression for an upper bound on P (X ≤ η). It
can be shown that for µ2 ≤ η
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The same approach can also be used to obtain an asymptotically
accurate sequence of upper bounds. A similar approach can be
employed if µ2 > η. It can be shown that
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For convenience, we modify the definition of a miss be the event
{XM < η} regardless of whether or not a false alarm occurs.
Then
Pmiss

= 1 − P(XM ≥ η)

√ 
η
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,
σM σM
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where
µi = |E[Ui + jVi ]| is calculated using (12), and σi =
p
Var(Ui ) from (13), and Q(., .) is the Marcum Q-function [4].
The probability of not acquiring a packet can be expressed as
Pnacq

= 1 − P(XM ≥ η, XM −1 < η, · · · , XM −Q < η)
= 1 − (1 − Pmiss )(1 − Pf a )
= Pmiss + Pf a − Pmiss Pf a
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preamble of 400 chips and a chip waveform and receiver filters
that result in β = 2.08. The false alarm processing interval is
1000 chips, and thresholds are selected to yield good performance for SN R ≥ 16dB, unless otherwise specified.
Consider first a receiver that employs a fixed acquisition
threshold (i.e., a threshold that is not varied as the preamble
sequence is changed), for which the performance for a given
SNR is characterized by the probability of not acquiring averaged over all possible preamble sequences. If the objective is
to minimize the worst-case average probability of not acquiring for SN R ≥ SN Rmin , it is shown in [1] that the optimal
fixed threshold results in the same average probability of not
acquiring for SN R = SN Rmin and SN R = ∞. Quite varied
performance is observed with different preamble sequences if
the optimal fixed threshold is used, however. If the preamble
sequence has good autocorrelation properties, the probability
of not acquiring is much higher for SN R = SN Rmin than
that for SN R = ∞, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In contrast, if
the sequence has poor autocorrelation properties, the probability of not acquiring is higher for SN R = ∞ than for SN R =
SN Rmin , as illustrated in Fig. 2 for SN Rmin = 16dB.
For a given sequence the performance in the low signal-tonoise ratio region is improved if the threshold is decreased,
while in the high signal-to-noise ratio region the performance is
improved if the threshold is increased. Indeed, optimal performance is obtained with most preamble sequences if the threshold is selected to ensure that the probability of not acquiring
with that preamble sequence is the same for SN R = SN Rmin
and SN R = ∞. (A modification of the adaptive algorithm can
be used to account for the small fraction of sequences for which
this is not true, but it is not addressed in this paper.) The adaptive threshold-selection algorithm achieves this by adapting the
threshold to the current preamble sequence
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B. Adaptive Threshold-Selection Algorithm
Since the signal-to-noise ratio of the incoming transmission
is not known a priori, the threshold chosen should provide good
performance over the range values of SNR over which the system is designed to operate. In any practical application, there is
some smallest value of preamble signal-to-noise ratio (denoted
SNRmin ) for which it is necessary to achieve a low probability
of not acquiring. (For example, SNRmin might be determined
from the smallest signal-to-noise ratio in the data symbols that
results in acceptable data-detection performance after acquisition.) Hence, the objective we consider for the thresholdselection algorithm is to obtain a small worst-case probability
of not acquiring for SNR ≥ SNRmin .
The algorithm is designed to select the threshold that results in approximately equal probabilities of not acquiring for
SN R = SN Rmin and as SN R → ∞ for each preamble sequence that is used. Note that Pnacq at SN Rmin is approximately equal to Pmiss , Pnacq as SN R → ∞ is approximately equal to Pf a , and both of these quantities can be expressed in terms of the distribution function of non-central chisquare random variables using (14) and (15). The iterative algorithm employs a predetermined initial range of values for
the search region for the threshold. Let Pmiss (η, SN R) denote the probability of miss with a threshold η at a signalto-noise ratio SN R, and let Pf a (η, SN R) denote the corresponding probability of false alarm. The difference δ(η) =
Pmiss (η, SN Rmin ) − Pf a (η, ∞) is evaluated for the threshold at the middle of the range. The search region is then divided in half by choosing either the upper or lower half of the
current region depending on the sign of δ(η). The quantities
Pmiss (η, SN Rmin ) and Pf a (η, ∞) are approximated in closed
form by upper bounds based on the bounds for the distribution
function presented in the previous subsection. Since, the upper
bound on Pmiss is an increasing function of the threshold and
the upper bound on Pf a is a decreasing function of the threshold, for a given signal-to-noise ratio, δ(η) is a monotonic function of η and hence has a single zero crossing. This is sufficient
to guarantee that the algorithm converges provided that the initial search region is chosen to include the zero crossing of δ(η).

A. Performance Comparison for Individual Sequences
The improvement in performance that results with the
adaptive-threshold algorithm is illustrated in Figs. 1-3. The
probability of not acquiring with the optimal fixed threshold
is compared the probability of not acquiring with the adaptive threshold-selection algorithm. The sequence considered in
Fig. 1 has good autocorrelation properties, and the threshold selected by the adaptive threshold-selection algorithm is smaller
than the fixed threshold. This results in improved performance
at low signal-to-noise ratios as compared to the fixed threshold. For this sequence the worst-case probability of not acquiring with a fixed threshold is 0.0089 at SN R = SN Rmin .
The worst-case probability of not acquiring with the adaptive
threshold is 0.0015, which occurs at both SN R = SN Rmin
and SN R = ∞. In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 the sequences have
poor autocorrelation properties, and in each case the adaptive
threshold-selection algorithm selects a threshold that is higher
than the fixed threshold. As a result, the adaptive threshold results in reasonable performance at high signal-to-noise ratios
while the fixed threshold results in poor performance. In particular, in Fig. 3 the autocorrelation properties of the sequence
are sufficiently poor that the the probability of not acquiring
approaches one at high signal-to-noise ratios with the optimal

V. R ESULTS
In this section, we compare the performance that results with
an optimal fixed threshold and the performance that results with
the adaptive-threshold algorithm introduced in the previous section. All numerical results in the paper are for a system with a
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Fig. 2. Acquisition performance for a sequence with maximum autocorrelation
sidelobe magnitude of 60 and SN Rmin = 16 dB.
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the adaptive-threshold algorithm allows the range of SN R over
which the performance objective is achieved to be expanded by
0.65 dB. This is illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6.

Fig. 1. Acquisition performance for a sequence with maximum autocorrelation
sidelobe magnitude of 30 and SN Rmin = 16 dB.

VI. C ONCLUSIONS

fixed threshold. Note that the adaptive-threshold algorithm results in a lower worst-case probability of not acquiring over
SN R ≥ 16 dB for each of the three sequences. The worst
case probability of not acquiring is 0.0014, 0.035 and 0.1 with
the adaptive threshold for sequences with |Ci |max = 30, 60,
and 70, respectively, while the corresponding values with the
optimal fixed threshold are 0.0089, 0.25 and 1.0, respectively.
Hence the worst-case probability of not acquiring is almost an
order of magnitude greater with the optimal fixed threshold.

In this paper, we present an adaptive threshold-selection algorithm for use with serial, matched-filter acquisition in DS
spread-spectrum packet radio communications. The algorithm
adapts the threshold based on the autocorrelation function of the
preamble spreading sequence and the range of signal-to-noise
ratios over which acquisition performance is to be optimized.
It is shown that the acquisition performance that results with
adaptive threshold selection is better than the performance that
results if the optimal fixed threshold is used.

B. Average Performance
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Fig. 3. Acquisition performance for a sequence with maximum autocorrelation
sidelobe magnitude of 70 and SN Rmin = 16 dB.
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